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Maria Rita Latto (November 11, 2008)

In the US the defeated McCain shows respect towards the man chosen by the American people and
calls to be united under Obama's presidency. Italy, on the other hand, witnesses continuous fights
and insults among its political leaders.
A classy speech, a lesson in style. These thoughts came to mind while I was listening to John
McCain’s concession speech. Words full of dignity and patriotism. His call to be united under
Obama’s presidency was respectful towards the man chosen by the American people. And in
Obama’s speech there were also gracious feelings for the man who, just a few hours before, was his
opponent.
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Election Day came, and a night full of emotions followed: a memorable event that was watched in
every part of the world.
The American dream is contagious here in Italy, too. The joy in the faces of thousands of people in
Chicago but in Phoenix as well (despite the defeat) shows that still there is hope for the future, a
confidence that the economic crisis will end at last. Though, after the enthusiasm and the emotion,
so many Italians woke up again…the American dream vanished and the reality appeared more
miserable than ever.
Is there in the Italian political panorama one, just one person who would behave such as John McCain
and Barack Obama did? It is so hard to imagine. In the last year we witnessed fights, insults, ruthless
debates. Obama was so clear in his speech: “Let us resist the temptation to fall back on the same
partisanship and pettiness and immaturity that have poisoned our politics for so long. Let us
remember that it was a man from this state who first carried the banner of the Republican Party to
the White House – a party founded on the values of self-reliance, individual liberty, and national
unity.”
The partisanship he referred to has nothing to do with partisanship in the Belpaese; it is milder in the
U.S. Italian politics have always been very spirited, though after the arrival of Silvio Berlusconi
almost twenty years ago, it became a never ending fight – a sort of reality show with frequent stage
tricks and politicians who care more about maintaining their positions than taking the public interest
into consideration. After the political elections in 2006, for example, when Romano Prodi won, Silvio
Berlusconi refused to recognize his defeat and questioned the validity of the result of the elections
because between there were only a few deciding votes. It was impossible for Prodi to rule the
country in such a tenuous situation and with the center-right opposition refusing to communicate
and boycotting every new law introduced by the majority.
After two years in which the country was practically at a dead lock, there were the inevitable
elections of 2008 and the situation reversed. Silvio Berlusconi’s victory was so huge that the
defeated Walter Veltroni, leader of the center-left Democratic Party, was forced to make a
concession call to his opponent. It was the only moment showing fair play after a “bloody” electoral
campaign.
Then the never ending arm wrestling started again, and it is still continuing. Even the results of the
American election was cause for renewed competition and both the opponents, Silvio Berlusconi and
Walter Veltroni along with their colleagues, are playing the part of the “most Obamian”
of all.
“Obama is ours!” states Veltroni, having the illusion that the democratic wave will reach the
Belpaese. Berlusconi seems to have already forgotten “his dear friend” George W. Bush and attracts
the attention of the entire world by giving the new president the most back-handed compliment.
The scenario is discouraging here in Italy, while on the other side of the ocean there are historical
moments and a new hope is rising. John McCain’s speech really impressed the Italians. One of my
neighbors, Federico, an 18-year old student, is young and yet he has a pessimistic attitude: “The
media showed that the Americans are a winning people mainly because they have the capability and
the intelligence to reach their goal at any cost – even if it means being united, going beyond
differences and grudges, and putting the common welfare first. Here, such a speech would be
impossible with our politicians from either side!” Another neighbor, Paola, 52, a high school teacher
gives a personal interpretation of McCain’s words: “Probably it was a speech written by a ghost
writer, as is usual. Perhaps he decided to leave the political scene, after the defeat, with style, using
words coming from the mind and not from the heart. Though,” she concludes, “his words are
impressive and show the American spirit.” Paola’s daughter, Roberta, 27, adds: “I envy their sense of
union. After the results were in, all the flags of the parties disappeared, and there were only
American flags. McCain’s words seemed to come from another planet: he stated that all must stand
together, united – an idea that is the opposite of Bossi’s “Padania” and Lega Nord [the Italian
separatist movement allied with Silvio Berlusconi].”
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At this point there is no doubt: “America is a place where all things are possible.” And here?
No, we can’t.

(Edited by Giulia Prestia)
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